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Rubber expansion joints are designed to 
absorb anticipated piping movements or 
displacements, reduce noise and vibration 
and have a life cycle in the tens of millions. 
They also compensate for misalignments, 
provide access to piping and equipment, 
and relieve pipe and anchor stresses. The 
most important design function is their 
ability to absorb fluctuating thermal or 
external movements in an otherwise ridged 
piping systems, and thereby replacing or 
exchanging the often catastrophic effects 
of these stresses with the inherently 
low stiffness or spring rate of the rubber 
expansion joint.

To select from the different styles of 
rubber expansion joints, it is helpful to 
divide the proposed piping system into 
individual sections (i.e., straight runs, L-  
or Z-shaped bends) by choosing tentative 
anchor locations. If an individual  
section is well-anchored and well-guided, 
an unrestrained rubber expansion joint 
style represents an optimal and cost-
effective arrangement. 

If an individual section has limited 
support structure or load limitations on 
the adjacent equipment, then selecting 
from restrained rubber expansion joint 
styles often represents the most effective 
solution. The restrained styles restrain, or 
better manage, the pressure thrust forces 
within the piping system. 

Once each section is optimized, by 
taking advantage of a given style, it then 
can be incorporated back into the complete 
piping system. This sometimes-iterative 
approach requires some additional design 
considerations including the capabilities 
and limitations of different rubber 
expansion joint styles.

Unrestrained rubber expansion joints 
are designed to absorb all directional 
movements in well-anchored and well-
guided piping systems. Their spool-type 
body is often constructed with full rubber 
flanges, a high-grade leak-proof tube, 
multiple layers of high-strength tire 
cord, high tensile steel reinforcement, a 
seamless cover and galvanized retaining 
rings. Image 1, as a standalone expansion 
joint, represents the most cost-effective 
arrangement when used in rigid piping 
systems with main anchors (MA) and 
numerous guides at specific spacing. 
Control units can be externally or internally 
attached and used as limit rods for 
secondary restraint.

Universal Rubber Expansion Joints 
This type features two resilient arch 
sections separated by a straight section 
to facilitate greater lateral movement 
capability. This single unit arrangement 

is an effective solution for absorbing 
axial thermal movements from adjacent 
pipe runs. The spool-type body is often 
constructed with full rubber flanges, a 
high-grade leak-proof tube, multiple layers 
of high-strength tire cord, high tensile 
steel reinforcement, a seamless cover and 
galvanized retaining rings. 

The control units are externally or 
internally attached and used as limit 
rods for secondary restraint in a properly 
anchored piping system or as tie rods 
when the support structure or adjacent 
equipment have load limitations.

 
Hinge Rubber Expansion Joints 
Designed to facilitate and isolate angular 
rotation in one plane, this arrangement 
consists of a pair of hinge plates connected 
with pins and attached to the expansion 
joint’s external or internal hardware. The 
hinge assembly must be designed for 
the internal pressure thrust forces of the 

What to Know to Select the Style of  
Rubber Expansion Joints You Need
The restrained styles restrain, or better manage, the pressure thrust forces  
within the piping system. 
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Hinge rubber expansion joints are designed to 
facilitate and isolate angular rotation in one plane.

IMAGE 1: Unrestrained style, in a straight  
well-anchored and well-guided pipe section  
(Images courtesy of FSA)

IMAGE 2: Universal restrained style, in a single 
plane Z-shaped pipe section
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system. These can be used in sets of two 
or three to absorb large lateral movements 
in a single plane. This arrangement is an 
effective solution for absorbing large axial 
thermal movements from an adjacent 
pipe run. The spool-type body is often 
constructed with full rubber flanges, a 
high-grade leak-proof tube, multiple layers 
of high-strength tire cord, high tensile 
steel reinforcement and a seamless cover. 
They are commonly used when the support 
structure or adjacent equipment has load 
limitations. The economic benefits of this 
arrangement include a smaller system 
footprint with far fewer anchors and guides.

Gimbal Rubber Expansion Joints 
This design facilitates and isolates angular 
rotation in two planes. The arrangement 
consists of two pairs of hinge plates 
connected with pins to a common gimbal 
ring and attached to the expansion joint’s 
external or internal hardware. The gimbal 
assembly must be designed for the internal 
pressure thrust forces of the system. They 
can be used in sets of two or sets of two 
with a single hinge design to absorb large 
lateral movements in multiple planes. 
This optimally designed arrangement is 
an effective solution for absorbing large 
axial thermal movements from adjacent 
pipe runs. The spool-type body is often 
constructed with full rubber flanges, a 
high-grade leak-proof tube, multiple layers 

IMAGE 4: Gimbal restrained style, in a multiple plane 
Z-shaped pipe section

IMAGE 3: Hinge restrained style, in a single plane 
Z-shaped pipe section
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• Reduces need for a safety 
harness or ladder during data 
collection

• Includes multiple high 
temperature bushings to fit  
your preferred vibration sensor

• Spring loaded “Flex-Lok” 
head tilts 180°for proper sensor 
placement or locks in place for 
stationary use with 5 available 
positions Rated for magnets 
up to 1”. HD Heavy Duty head 
available for larger Magnets

• Choice of five extension pole 
lengths with STANDARD, HEAVY 
DUTY & TRIAX OPTIONS.

• Cables & adapters allow use with 
any manufacturer’s data collector

DATA COLLECTOR POLES 
With Triax Head Option

Always lands flat

Westerberg & Associates Corp.

www.westerbergassociates.com

‘I used the pole last week and think it is 
wonderful! I did not have to crawl over hot 
steam pipes to place the pickup. 
Everybody measuring vibration in a 
complex plant should have one of these.”
-Reliability Engineer

The first Vibration Data Collector Pole that you can 
safely use to take the vital information you need!
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Triax Flexible 
Head Assembly 
Our new “TX” flexible head 
assembly was specially 
designed for use with 
the WA-760TR Triaxial 
Accelerometer Round 
Design 100mV/g Output 
1/4-28 UNF Mounting Stud
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of high-strength tire cord, high tensile steel 
reinforcement and a seamless cover. They are 
commonly used when the support structure 
or adjacent equipment have load limitations. 
The economic benefits of this arrangement 
include a smaller system footprint with fewer 
anchors and guides.

In-line Pressure Balanced Rubber 
Expansion Joints 
This type provides the only effective 
solution for directly absorbing large axial 
thermal movements while continuously 
self-restraining the pressure thrust forces. 
This arrangement consists of tie devices 

interconnecting the main joint sections 
to the opposing balancing joint section 
and is commonly used when the support 
structure or adjacent equipment have load 
limitations. The body is often a one-piece 
rubber construction with full rubber flanges, 
a high-grade leak-proof tube, multiple 
layers of high-strength tire cord, high tensile 
steel reinforcement, a seamless cover and 
galvanized retaining rings. The economic 
benefits of using pressure balanced designs 
include a smaller system footprint as well as 
far fewer guides, anchors and supports. 

 
Elbow Pressure Balanced Rubber 
Expansion Joints 
Designed to absorb all directional movement 
while continuously self-restraining the 
pressure thrust forces, this arrangement 
consists of tie devices interconnecting the 
main joint section to the opposing balancing 
joint section and is commonly used when 
the support structure or adjacent equipment 
have load limitations. The pair of spool-
type bodies are often constructed with full 
rubber flanges, high-grade leak-proof tubes, 

IMAGE 5: In-line pressure-balanced restrained style, 
in straight pipe section with load limitations
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multiple layers of high-strength tire cord, 
high tensile steel reinforcements, seamless 
covers and galvanized retaining rings. The 
economic benefits include a smaller system 
footprint as well as far fewer guides, anchors 
and supports. 

 An unrestrained rubber expansion  
joint style often represents an optimal  
and cost-effective solution when installed 
in a well-anchored and well-guided pipe 
section. The restrained rubber expansion 
joint styles including the universal, hinge, 
gimbal, in-line pressure balanced, and  
elbow pressure balanced all additionally 
manage the pressure thrust forces within the 
piping system. 

The selection and application of these 
styles are particularly useful in systems 
where the support structure or adjacent 
equipment have load limitations. The 
economic benefits of restrained styles 
include a smaller system footprint as  
well as far fewer guides, anchors and  
support structure. In many cases, multiple 
solutions are possible allowing for an  
owner’s preference.  

 
We invite your 
suggestions for 
article topics 
as well as 

questions on sealing issues so we can better 
respond to the needs of the industry. Please 
direct your suggestions and questions to 
sealingsensequestions@fluidsealing.com.  
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www.LovatoUSA.com

• IEC conventional free air thermal 
current Ith 10A...2000A

• Suitable for circuit connection, 
changeover, switching ON and OFF 
as well as motor starting

• Special wiring diagrams
• IEC IP40 or IP65 front degree  

of protection
• Enclosed versions
• Wide range of accessories.

Designed according to the latest technology in the switching device field and made 
of the best quality materials, LOVATO Electric cam switches are characterized by high 
breaking capacity, long mechanical and electrical life.

ROTARY CAM 
SWITCHES

R E L I A B L E  P O W E R
When your engine package powers your business, you 
need a reliable source of power that you can depend on 
under the harshest of conditions. That’s why we use John 
Deere PowerTech™ engines which are durable, fuel efficient, 
and easy to maintain.  They are also backed by one of the 
strongest engine and equipment companies in the World. 

At engines, inc., we engineer solutions for pump packagers 
for a variety of industries, including: water/wastewater; 
chemical; oil/gas; and mining. We stand behind our 
packages with the most reliable 
support structure in the business.  Our 
skilled staff is always available to you 
on our 24-Hour Service Line to give 
you the support you need, when you 
need it, wherever you are.  We are 
your power source.

Jonesboro, AR  |  800-562-8049 | www.enginespower.com

24-HOUR SERVICE LINE
870-268-3799
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Lloyd B. Aanonsen, P.E., is president of General 
Rubber Corporation and has more than 30 years of 
experience in the design, development and application 
of rubber expansion joints. He has a bachelor’s degree 
in mechanical engineering, an MBA, and is the author  
of numerous articles on the design and application of 
performance expansion joints. An active member  
of the Fluid Sealing Association (FSA) and the  
Hydraulic Institute (HI).

IMAGE 6: Elbow pressure-balanced restrained  
style, in a single plane L-shaped pipe section with 
load limitations


